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Rick sez:

Next Monday’s issue will be a week later as I will be on vacation at the beach!

As has been announced in the Racer Update Bulletin we have begun planning for the 2018

Corvair Racers Reunion. This is way earlier than usual for us but an opportunity to run with the

SVRA, or Sportscar Vintage Racing Association race group which kind of fell into our lap as it

were has initiated this early planning. One very large perk is, they have offered to waive the

main entry fee! That’s $675 (nonmember fee) to put toward the other expenses! Kind of like

appearance money in the old days. Other items promised are, we will be the Marque of the

event, billed and promoted on the event poster. SVRA is national and their ads appear in all

the major pubs plus they attract the scribes and photogs from everywhere. This could be our

best coverage yet! Maybe we got some real street cred from our reunion last year at Road

America which was a total blast! Speaking of that one of the requirements for this to happen

is we have to get at least 12 cars which is what we had at R.A. I believe we can get at least

that many if not more.

At this point VIR is the preferred venue which makes the Heacock Gold Cup event that SVRA

holds in Late September the one we’ll attend. Early fall is actually prime time as the weather

is still warm and usually stable. All the vacations are over and Kids back in school although

that doesn’t apply to us “older” folks!

Most of us have turned a few laps at VIR and you cannot beat the amenities there. For this

event they run the full track which is 3.27 miles. Check out the track map on the next page.

SVAR WEB PAGE: https://svra.com/events/2017-heacock-classic-gold-cup/

VIR WEB PAGE: http://virnow.com/track/

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

As we all know our head Pit Monkey Barry Ellison is soon to be amongst us racers as a driver.

That means we will need a new head Pit Monkey. This can be anyone at any time at any

race, not just one person. It’s your chance to step up to the big leagues. While Barry is

irreplaceable we do need someone who is willing to go to tracks where we are racing, some

a long tow. Travel with your own tools although we all have our own. We usually get you in

on our crew list so fees are low to free depending on how many crew spots we have. Must

know how to fix Corvairs and swap out race engines. You do not however need to ride a

recumbent bicycle. Apply within….

Barry in his natural habitat

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

NELSON LEDGES ROAD COURSE

Good Evening,

As many people have heard, Nelson Ledges Road Course has officially been repaved. We

would like to thank our friends and customers for the ongoing support for the last year. We

will continue to make progress in cleaning and updating the facility. Ganar Driving

Experience will be the first group out on the track June 16 and 17. Please visit

http://www.ganarde.com for more information. We are happy to announce our first open

bike event July 22 and 23. Please visit https://leantd.com for more information and

registration details. As always please contact Fred Wolfe for private track days at 330-977-

0111 or fredwolfe917@gmail.com Thank you, Brian.

http://www.nelsonledges.com/2017/06/08/update-june-8/

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Fatal Crash at SOVREN's Spokane Festival of Speed

Airway Heights, WA -- Longtime vintage racer Chuck Lyford was killed in a single-car

accident Sunday afternoon at Spokane County Raceway during the Festival's Historic Grand

Prix. He was 75. A message on the Raceway's Facebook page reported that Lyford lost

control of his sports racer (a 1964 Elva Mark VII) on the road course and was transported to

Providence Sacred Heart Medical Center, but later succumbed to injuries sustained in the

crash. Friends and fellow vintage racers are remembering Lyford's mantra of "every day

counts," citing his fearless approach to worldwide adventures that included not only vintage

racing, but flying P-51 Mustangs, racing hydroplanes and participating in road rallies.

No details on funeral or memorial services are yet available.
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Banderas, Baldwin to Star As Lamborghini & Ferrari in New Film

A biographical film about auto magnate Ferruccio Lamborghini, with Antonio Banderas

signed as the title character and Alec Baldwin co-starring as rival Enzo Ferrari is being

pitched to film distributors at this month's Cannes Film Festival on the French Riviera.

Movie rights to "Lamborghini - The Legend" (working title) were optioned by Ambi Media

Group from Lamborghini's son Tonino Lamborghini based on his book "Ferruccio Lamborghini,

La Storia Ufficiale." Michael Radford ("The Postman") will direct the film from a screenplay by

Bobby Moresco. According to a Variety report, plans call for "Lamborghini" to shoot in Italy

and other locations around the globe. Tonino Lamborghini said his book "is the only text

respectful of the real life of my father, despite numerous legends and anecdotes written or

told by other people. The movie will track Lamborghini's career as a tractor manufacturer

and military vehicle builder during World War II, and then to designing and building

Lamborghini cars, which he launched in 1963 as a high-end sports car company Automobili

Lamborghini, allegedly after a dispute with Ferrari over quality issues on a car he'd ordered.

Lamborghini sold his auto interests in the late 1970s and died in 1993.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Ed. I know there are many who read these updates that do track days and think about

becoming a vintage driver. I did it and at the moment only one other, Barry Ellison has

managed the feat. This article is for those of you who would like to join us. We can help.
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Making the Leap from Track Days to Racing: Racing Schools by Chad Morehead

From Track Day Zone

On January 18th and 19th I attended a Bimmerworld BMW CCA Club Racing School course

at Texas World Speedway in College Station, TX. For those not familiar with this program (like

I was just a few weeks ago,) it’s essentially the first step (and a prerequisite) towards earning

a competition license with the BMW CCA Club Racing organization. BMW CCA Club Racing

is basically a one-make (BMW only) racing series, where BMWs compete in various classes of

preparation. I discovered the school while attending the Lone Star Chapter’s Fall Drivers’

Education event at MSR Cresson back in October. The organizer, Bruce Heersink, let all the

advanced students know it was coming up and a quick idea of what it involved. I was still in

the yellow run group, solo qualified, but not for open passing yet. That said, I didn’t want to

give up this opportunity to attend, as the schools come around maybe once or twice a year

and are spread out over the country. I asked my instructor to see if I could get a check ride

or possibly vouch for me, and he did just that. A check ride is used to move up in run groups.

A senior instructor rides along with you to see if you are ready to move from solo to

advanced, for example.

Unfortunately the MR2 doesn’t meet the BMW CCA’s strict convertible regulations so I would

have to take the M Coupe. Not such a bad thing, other than my fear of inflicting damage

on such a rare car. The other issue was the brakes but I fortunately resolved that problem

just prior to the event. Making the event even better was that my father came out to visit,

becoming my crew chief for the weekend.

The event started much like any other track day, with the exception that we were a much

smaller group (11 I believe) and were there much earlier for academics. We were

piggybacking on a Performance Driving School event, so there were plenty of other cars

there, but we would go out for our own sessions. While there were only 11 students, there

were also many instructors there as well, though they wouldn’t be in the car with us. They

were there to replicate a larger field of cars on the track and to facilitate different types of

exercises.

We started with basic academics, covering things like flags. But unlike a noncompetitive

track day event, where there is controlled passing, we would be passing where and when

we could without signaling. This, of course, adds a whole new dynamic to driving. So for the

first session we simply did a warm up, with normal DE-style point-by passing. Then back in for

more classwork. We talked about where to place the car, setting up for a pass, going

through turns several cars wide, etc. Then we went back out and did exercises that involved

driving the entire course three wide. The center car would set the pace, then on the

straight, the right car would drop back and the other two would shift right so that everyone

drove several corners in each position. This is much harder than it sounds, as the instinct is to
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rattle your eyes back and forth, checking distances to the other two cars when you are

positioned in the middle or trying to not run someone off when you are on the inside.

After more academics and lunch, we practiced passing in groups of three cars. This was

much easier, or perhaps it was just that I was getting the hang of it. It really is surprising how

much things change when you have other cars surrounding you. The following day started at

the same time with more classroom time. The academics weren’t very regimented. The

class time was more M Coupe 360px of a way to facilitate discussion. Topics ranged from

racing etiquette to draft passing. Having all the instructors and students in the same room

helped spark some good conversations. The second day’s focus was on forming up for

rolling starts. A rolling start involves the entire field of cars moving toward the start line in

formation before the green flag is thrown signifying that the race has started. This is as

opposed to a standing start, where the field is gridded on track and waits unmoving for the

green flag. Again, a bit tougher than it looks. We ran around the track under a yellow flag

(caution) until we caught up with the safety car, which paced us around from about turn

seven. Around turn 12 or so everyone began to form up, two columns with two cars per row.

Then the safety car would dive into the hot pits and around the front straight we would

come, looking for the green. We did this several times, a few of us getting head shakes and

being forced to go around on more time, forming back up for another try. When we did get

the green, we raced to about turn four, then picked up the safety car out of six and came

back around to do it again. It was actually very fun. As we came down the back straight

between six and seven, the lead cars would pull off, shifting to the back. This way everyone

got an opportunity to see the start from a different perspective. The last session of the

weekend was a mock race. We would grid up, split coming onto the hot pit lane, and form

up along the back straight like we had for the practice starts. We all followed the safety car

around again, and then waited for the green flag, and it was on! Of course, we’re adhering

to vintage race rules, basically no contact, but even more so. There was no trophy at the

end and many, such as me, were driving street vehicles. It was a blast diving into turn one,

three (perhaps four) wide. It definitely wasn’t the quickest set of laps, well actually I

somehow beat my personal best during the practice, but it was on a lap where there wasn’t

much traffic. The school was well worth the price, and I would highly recommend it to

anyone considering club racing or just to anyone who would like to try a different aspect of

high performance driving. In the near future I hope to complete my E36M3 (second

generation BMW M3) so I can begin taking part in club racing, as I really enjoyed the

difference of having other cars around. For more information, be sure to check out the CCA

Club Racing website, which includes an events list showing upcoming school dates. Spec

E46 360pxWhen I built my Spec E46, I intended to run it both in the BMW CCA Club Racing

series and the National Auto Sport Association (NASA) racing, where the majority of other

SE46s (third generation BMW 3 series) in my region were running. I had hoped that the NASA

South East region would accept my BMW Club Racing license and allow me to run without

attending their Competition School. Unfortunately, they were not willing to do so for a

Rookie license. I’m sure if I had multiple races under my belt it would have been fine. Since
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that wasn’t the case, I needed to get registered for their next available school. My luck was

running even thinner since the next class was coming up in a hurry and I had no car ready to

go. Unlike the BMW CCA school, which allows you to use your street car, NASA requires a

fully prepped race car with current annual tech inspection. Waiting until my car was ready

would have meant missing out on a good chunk of the season and having to attend the

school at Virginia International Raceway with the Mid-Atlantic region, a place I had never

run. Later on Thursday I tracked down a rental Spec E30 prepared car and we picked it up

from a nearby shop. Even better news was that I fit just fine in the car, the seat being a

larger size and on sliders. We parked the car with the rest of the Spec E30’s and went to the

hotel, finally able to relax and know that I had a chance to get this course over with.

The next morning started with a sprint which didn’t stop until the day was complete. See,

NASA essentially squeezes a two-day comp school course into one day. So, there is very little

downtime between driving sessions and class time. You are in the car, then directly to class,

then right back out on the track. I was even driving the car directly to the classroom, so that

I could hop out and in. Having my father there as crew chief was a life saver. While I was in

class, he was topping off the fuel, loosening the belts and torqueing the wheels. The school

itself went by without much drama. NASA does the school in conjunction with test n’ tune

sessions, which provides extra traffic to negotiate, mostly much faster traffic at that. To me it

felt as though the major focal point was ensuring drivers were comfortable in close proximity

to other cars and obeyed flags. There was little discussion of race craft, as had been a key

point during the CCA race school. Much of that can be chalked up to the school being on

an accelerated timeline, giving very little time to really discuss the nuances of driving in a

race. Just like the CCA School, the day involved side-by-side drills, swapping places in

corners, and ended with a mock race. Our first mock Practice Starts 360px race was an

inverted field (fastest in the back, slowest in the front) and standing start. Apparently, I was

the fastest Spec E30, so I had the other E30s and Spec M’s in front of me, with a gaggle of

Mustangs, Corvettes, and a really fast GT-R behind me. I got a clean start, passing everyone

in front by turn one and led up to turn three, where a Corvette whizzed by. A full course

yellow (caution flag) was thrown about midway though, and we got to practice a restart.

A “Fun Race” was set to conclude the day. I initially hadn’t planned to participate, as I was

going to save tires/fuel and head back home that evening. That plan was squashed when I

was informed the race was not optional and was a requirement for finishing the comp

school. It was an hour-long race, so I just planned to complete 50% of the leader’s laps and

call it good. The start/finish stand marshal was kind enough to give a midway signal and I

pulled in unscathed and finished the course. I am now eligible to compete in both BMW

CCA and NASA club racing. See you at the track!

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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